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A1. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:  

I am a yellow truck. My owner is six year old boy called Tuktuk. His mother takes 

good care of me. She wipes me with a sweet smelling liquid, whenever, I become dirty. I 

am big and sturdy and children fight over me. Everyone wants to make me move back and 

forth to see me roar and speed down the path. They love to run behind me and roar along. 

During the day time I get a lot of time to rest under a baby bed. By afternoon, Tuktuk 

returns from school and crawls under the bed just to give me a smile. I know I make all 

the children happy. 

One day, a new boy became Tuktuk's friend. He was very naughty. He would sit on 

me to enjoy a joy ride. He was so heavy! When he sat on me for the third time a spring 

snapped and my wheel came off. I tilted on one side and Tuktuk sobbed. He carried me 

back home. His mother tried to mend my wheel but the spring was nowhere to be found. I 

was tossed aside in a drum that contained many damaged toys like me. It was bad, as 

everybody complained. The drum was so suffocating. The toys shifted struggled to feel 

comfortable but there was no place. It was like a huge traffic jam. The stuffed toys had 

holes in them. The scooters, cars and I, had missing limbs. It was sad and I felt sorry for 

everybody. I wish somebody could put our parts to use or mend us. 

It seemed as if Tuktuk's mother heard me. One day she pulled us out and cleaned 

each one of us. Then she took us to the orphanage where some children were happy to see 
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us. They hugged us as if we were the best in the world. It was good to bring a smile on 

everybody's face! 

I. Answer the following questions                                                              

1. Who was Tuktuk? Describe his yellow truck. 

2. What happened when a new boy became Tuktuk’s friend? 

3. Describe the condition of the toys inside the drum? 

4. How did the the orphanage children react when they got the toys? 

II. Write true or false                                                                                 

1.Tuktuk’s truck used to take rest at night time. 

2. Tuktuk’s mother was a caring lady. 

3. His mother took the yellow truck to the garage. 

4. The drum was full of new toys. 

III. Write the opposite/antonym of the given words  

1. happy- 

2. friend- 

3. dirty- 

4. day- 

 

 A2. Read the passage given below and complete the sentences that follow.  

      Next week I am on vacation. While I am on vacation, I will work on two projects.  

First, I will fix the washing machine. The washing machine has been broken for two weeks. 

To fix it, I will need three tools: a screwdriver, a wrench, and a clamp. It will take one day to 

fix the washing machine.  

Next, I will fix our back porch. This is a bigger project. It will probably take about two 

days to fix the back porch, and will require a screwdriver, a hammer, nails, and a saw.  

My vacation starts on Monday. I have a lot of work to do, but hopefully I can relax after I 

finish my work.  

  

1) Which of these tools will the author use more than once?  

a. a screwdriver   

b. a hammer  

c. a clamp  

d. a saw  
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2) As used in paragraph 3, what does require mean?  

a. need  

b. use  

c. find  

d. buy  

 

3) Which of the following tools does the author not need to fix the back porch?  

a. a screwdriver  

b. a wrench  

c. nails  

d. a saw  

 

4) What is the earliest day that the author can finish both projects?  

a. Monday  

b. Wednesday  

c. Thursday  

d. Friday  

 

5) On which project will the author need to use the most tools?  

a. fixing the washing machine  

b. fixing the back porch  

c. both projects need the same number of tools  

d. neither project needs any tools  

 

6) According to the passage, fixing the back porch will take longer because  

a. the author really doesn’t want to do it  

b. it has been broken longer  

c. it needs more tools  

d. it is a bigger project  

 

7) The author of this passage can best be described as  

a. interesting  

b. lazy  

c. constructive  

d. intelligent  

 

8) Write the opposite word in meaning for the word “tense”  

9) Write the synonym for the word in meaning “confidently” 
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SECTION-B (WRITING & GRAMMAR)  

B1. Write a personal narrative about your daily routine.                   

B2. Write an essay in 3 paragraphs about your favourite hobby.    . 

B3. Underlinethe abstract noun and circle the concrete noun.  

a. Mala was appreciated for her bravery. 

b. We should be always truthful. 

c. She became poor because of her foolishness. 

d. Our teachers always speak about honesty. 

B4. Fill in the blanks with suitable object pronoun .        

a. She will not play with___________(I, them) 

b. Imran is a good boy. He wants to play with __________(she, me) 

c. He wants to read the books with __________(they, us). 

d. My father gave a pen to _________.(she, him) 

B5. Fill in the blanks with suitable object pronoun. 

 a)………… prefer hiking to movies. 

 b) ………… kicked the ball so hard that his shoe came off. 

 c) The dog stole Tara’s ice cream before ……….. ran away. 

 e)………… prefer hiking to movies. 

 f)………….is raining again. 

 g)………… puts ketchup on everything she eats. 

 h)You can have ice cream after ………..finish your dinner. 

 

B6.Create abstract nouns for the given words by adding the suitable suffixes     

a. happy- 

b. conduct- 
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c. useful- 

d. aware- 

e. generate- 

f. satisfy- 

g. irritate- 

h. weak- 

i. dedicate- 

B7. Underline the adjectives in the following sentences 

1. Fast runners win races.   

2. Mathematics is difficult.   

3. She’s a good typist.  

4. You’ve done well in your test. 

5. She’s a pretty girl. 

6. He runs fast. 

7. Ann is very sad.  

B8. Join the sentences using the correct conjunctions.  

a. Anu went to buy chocolates. Her birthday party was in that evening. 

b. My brother likes vanilla ice-cream. My sister likes strawberry ice-cream. 

c. Reenu’s friends came to play football. It was raining outside. 

d. Gopi went to buy pizza. He forgot his purse in the car.     

B9.Underline the conjunctions in the given paragraph.(3marks)    

  

He likes Indian and western music. He likes dosa but don’t like fast food at all. He enjoys 

going on picnic and spending time with us. That is my father. I like him a lot and he plays 

with me every evening. I love stories so he tells me a story at least once in two days. On 

Fridays he takes me out and we both enjoy a lot. 
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SECTION-C (LITERATURE)  

CI. Answer the following questions: 

   1. “Did you do your holiday homework? Give it to me! I need to copy something!” 

           Who said this and to whom? 

  2. How does making connections from our lives with the stories help us? 

  3. What do you mean by Bharatanatyam? 

  4. Make a list of characters in the story “The magic spell”. Write a few lines on your 

favorite character. 

  5. Write the feeling of Ammu and Anup about their father at the end of the story. 

 6. Why Ammu and Anup were feeling ashamed and guilty?  

*Literature part revision will be given in the note book. 

*It includes Question and answers 

* Framing sentences 

* One line answers. 

*Glossary meanings. 
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